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In an effort to conserve energy worldwide,
more than 88 countries dimmed the lights
at monuments from 8:'30 to 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, according to the EarthHour.org.
While there is no way to fully; measure
the amount of energy saved, Chicago's
energy.^ j company, ComEd, estimates
^hatvth'efWindy City reduced electricity
^ ^ ^ ^ K r i e g a w a t t hours, according to
. FbxBusitiessxom. Lynchburg was among
: the 8>00Q:participating.cities and towns.
»

the huck STOPS here
"Better elect a new congress because you can't afford the one we've got."

NURSING HOME NIGHTMARE

^WM^Min'g.which ihjtlalfe'ppeared to be
completely random;'Ro^^t^Sfewart killed
eight people at a Carthage, NX. nursing.
home, whereffii|jwife worked, according to
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M i a t e d Press. Among the dead are
. seven octogenarians anJ|oififi nurse. Three
people wereiinjped during the shooting,
^jir^lijdVngyjustinAGarner, the poljgejSffIcer|
who killed Stewart.
»

SPECTATOR STAMPEDE

^ ^ « ^ L ^ ^ % ^ ® i ! W o r ' c ' ^up qualifying
^ ^ ^ ^ W A f r i c a resulted in 22 deaths and
more . than"^^^inju^^^feccording to
, the,Associated Press,^0p^ampede was
caused by speetajoreve'ag'er tO'enteW the;
stadium comb^i^^M^^ack'of security
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p r r « i t 6 r the fans' entrance.

ItSftneay^A'"»

MOTOWN MADNESS

^ ^ ^ p a n ^ t a t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f f - overall No.
BsP^||£&Hsville 64-5^^fhighlight the .
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | h ^ f f i r g l ^ ^ a t ' c h u p s . The
aaoprfecticut yrbrria, chance to^pjayitng,
^j^re^Slio^^^Boj^^fid-Villanpva;
^'r^^^^ro1i^^^flpl^^p|)klahoma 72| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m a t | ^ f e ^ j ^ t e ^ l c i y e d at Ford
,&e1d.^il^troittqQ,'§a'fif£layjf^r>-',
»
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iKi\l^ru]e?,h^ii^*pav@i^^i^n^-n
in s^itli,(.'ipu[f*it[is^pmej^WMuties'^ere^KN'Lli'yiH

FORLORNEDFARGO

' ^ ^ g g ^ i ^ j s ^ ^ ^ i g j ^ S f h e r potential
^^gh^Sdisasj^^^mingirts way Having
^^ad.y^j"d^^S^8aiMSifrom the Red
^ ^ e ^ ^ s t r n , g ^ T O ^ n ^ l i ^ ^ e high, the
|j£argioan's' are prepanrTcj»for."a'liblizza'rd''
'•[•forecast. The National|||prd has been
mobilized to aid in evacuation arjid'protectv
^oc^^rlistures as needed. Pastoi^_b;£>nafc
^^^MO^pM^s'sembly of God Church
I?praise3;ttlfes^ff,b1fts of local citige^an'd?
^ o W P ^ ^ p ^ J j ^ - y o u have been heroic
in your efforf^^Sii™rclir?t0 do the right
fe^^^SfeTp people in the name of. the.
||||||p||taa"s said acco'Sj|®:fto Fox News,
^he^pxrbaching blizzard is expected to
produce wind speeds strong enough to
^^ft^^aterover protective sandbag walls.

^ M ^ ^ S u f i n | heie aPH^^fthjV'V'^^S^b.i-"' ^,^'*:v'??C'1:T^l^^h"ftio,nivt>rrftJfijl&iJ^l:^i&fy
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a f i l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f f i ; out their, lr'J^feay^^TthL ^LO.mT.tt'^e'^LLfiiTg^ffi^nhh>t
^^^^^mas- like a gooS'^^^^^^^^ffi^? step "past
the concept tcj||||§ace' the reaiih-t'lcw^wttoSsonie . Jiye|^^Pl^^^biricniri^ti\ md infe\ft|focurajn\jfe
purpose o n ' • ^ S ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r a ^ ^
Htickabees view of ministry ^eeps i n t o ; h i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Wmstwj^k faith plays a 3 f ^ ^ ^ ^ » f e . ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^
;
i|§ll(|||lsfaith has) really teen the:foundationand ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ g f i n j h e m e ' d i a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r a ^ ^
. bedrock of everythitlg5ffi^riaivfe done"? Huckabel^
•saidlfWhetn^^kiv&been a pastord):a governor or' bibln.:l te.'Lhiifp^^eu'anv^r^^jii^^^fflKjL^^
j|||||ln||n'media, my ultimate |o1||||||tf[want to be jUnto crthers^sjp||||p)yld have them do •uS^^Mte
where'iS&d^^^pie to be, doing^^ple'wantslTne.;
| iSpfe re'ally^^ffl||vgtineed a lot of goverirjrr^^^H
^^^^So'Huckabees , 'j^^^^^^e^iWerved as a • Huckabee said.'We wo
'I**,
'
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:
pastor in Arkansas.-He was also Aeypungest;person ;&.
embody the rojeofpresident over the Arkansa^^^^p
State Cortvenjignjiieeoidiiij. to niililuiA^^^vojn^
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HOPEFUL ARTIST — Keily Levesque works her. self-portrait. She is one of many students submitting artwork in this year's art show
celebrating its 1 Oth year. The show was open for submission for students of all majors.

p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ i i M u s t r y and
* Til a.society where I- socialnetworking i'l^gsgeasy as 'the ^.HoiK \ V n ^ ' ; J O p ^ : ^ n ^ i l l f
• click ;.of a. mouse,-the School ot serve as admihistratbr for the blog.
Communication plaris fcKstay on i ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ B j e able to .
the cutting edge with thjeJSmghj $^§Spi&t& 'these blogs and are
of an avant-g«de;Web:site' called ehco'.'i ' ^ to fj.S^i*jc®5jiejit";
Mediahope.com in mid;'to'••late,: Students caii become members £
•. of the Media Hope "Web site, free |
-April:': ';;
"The purpose of Medi'ahbpe. of (ina Men.iljeiiJiMH Ag'}-'^' ^
com is twofold. First, to provide benefits "suel^^^diseounts at
an outlet for news and opinions participating coffee s h o f f e ^
of those desiring to change our
Mediahope:Coni " - 5 % ^ K ^ 5 |
media, and the j second is to under development for:'a.'year.
initiate a unique strategy, putting . Work on. the actual Web site
the School of Communication began in October'?008. The Web
on the cutting edge ofjournalism, •site will feature a clean modern
e-commerce. and new media as design and 'progressivecontent,
practiced at the. university level," according to Edwards.
Communications Professor Dr. ' The site is Liberty affiliated.
Mediahope.com received outside
Stuart Schw
Mediahope.com will host the support to get started and will
revenue . through
blogs Media-ocrity and Campus generate
advertising networks .operated
Culture.
by
Google,
Amazon,
and other
Campus
Culture
is
educationally focused, and the companies, and attracting support
from
individuals
and
foundations,
Chair of the 'English and Modern
Languages Department Dr. Karen according to Edwards.
Prior will be the administrator.
:t Carolin Harrison at
Media-ocrity will focus on a
)liberty.edu.
variety, of public mediums, such

i
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HUCKABEE
CONTINUED FROMA1
Huckabee relates the issues o(
high taxes and "biggovernment" to
a moral breakdown in America.
"As character breaks down, then
government is required to regulate
and rule over people that would
otherwise be -ruled over by their
own conscience and their own
sense of what is right and what is
wrong," Huckabee said. When
that doesn't work, then even the
good people who don't want to
pay high taxes say, 'Wait, I want a
policeman to go get that guy, lock
him up.' and that costs money."
I luckabee's
concern
with
America's breakdown of morality
is an underlying factor for what
prompted him to begin Huck PAC.
Hie goal ot the organization is to

news

maintain the political momentum
that was established during I Inpresidential campaign, according
to Huckabee. Huck PAC now
focuses on candidates running lor
governor, congressmen, U.S. senate
and some legislative races.
"What we are trying to do is
recruit, help elect and then help
encourage good people to run for
office," Huckabee said. "So that they
will really, from the bottom up and
the grass roots, make a difference m
our culture."

half years, I know what the Job Is
about, and I think he'd be a great
(governor)
one that I would be
very proud to see in office."
Despite
Huckabee's
busy
political schedule, he is also the
host of his own show on Fox News
called "Huckabee." 'Hie show airs
Saturdays at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. and
Sundays at 2 a.m.
"After the presidential campaign,
I actually had offers from all the
major news channels that talked
to me about doing something
The Huck PAC'. bus made its way on television," Huckabee said.
to Roanoke, Va. yesterday to help "I looked at all the options and
support Republican candidate Rob decided that Fox was the best tit for
me, and 1 certainly think that has
McDonnell for governor.
"He is pro-life. He believes in been the right choice."
traditional marriage. He would
Huckabee's recent involvement
love to see lower taxes and a more with Fox News has placed him in
local government," Huckabee said. the path of certain friends, allowing
"Having been a governor 10 and a him to reconnect with old friends

lunpwserlitorffiqmail.com

like Todd Starncs. Starnes works
for Fox News radio and recently
published a book called, "They
Popped My Hood and Found
Cravy on the Dipstick." Huckabee
wrote a foreword to the book.
"Todd and I have known each
other back when I was a candidate.
In fact, I think I knew him when I
was governor. He was working at
a Memphis, Tenn. radio station,"
Huckabee said. "And then our
paths sort of took different turns,
but we knew each other through
the years."
"When I ran my first marathon,
Todd had read my book and
later had a heart.»attack. It really
caused him to decide to make
some major health changes," he
said. "He ended up running the
New York marathon the same
day I did in 2005. He's a great guy.
He's hilariously funny. His book
is great,' and he is just a genuinely
committed Christian - another
person who is being salt and light
in a medium where he has been
planted."
Huckabee also had some advice
for upcoming graduates.
"Better elect a new congress
because you can't afford the one
we've got. And I'm being only half
joking when I say that because
truthfully, my life isn't going to
be nearly as affected as yours will
by what is going on right now,"
Huckabee said. "I am going to
survive, mainly because I am at
a point in my life, age-wise and
career-wise, that may not be as nice
as I'd hoped for, but I'll make it. But
people who are in college now, will
come out ofcollege with often large
debts and a job market that has
really disappeared and decimated.
A $10 trillion debt that will be on
your heads to pay - it's not good."
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
amsullivan3@liberty.edu.

A CALL TO mmSm
1
CONSERVATIVE;
Annie Isua
NEWS REPORTER

The Helms School of
Government offered a seminar
session to students to inform
them on foreign policy matters.
The seminar ran from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., and the list of events ranged
from an overview of the Helms
school's policy and principles,
a detailed discussion of Jesse
Helms' vision and a one-on-one
studio training session.

importance for conservatives
-' take a sta'i.l on issues that
they believe in. Hallberg added
that many people do not
want to listen to conservatives
because they come off as
too "mean and . unfriendly."
Students later put their notes and
information to good use when
they were asked to do mock
interviewing on stage. Each
student had to come up with
a topic to discuss and defend,
while the interviewee, Hallberg
asked the questions. .

Speakers included Former
Hallberg gave the students tips
Helms Staff Director of the
Senate Committee on Foreign on how to remember to keep
Relations Deborah DeMoss their posture intact by instructing
Fonseca, Executive Director of them to place the left hand in the
District Media Croup Beverly pocket and using the right hand
Hallberg and Assistant Secretary to make small hand gestures for
of Defense for Legislative Affairs emphasis.
Robert Wilkie.
; During the luncheon, Wilkie
Brian Rogers began the discussed former Senator Helms'
seminar by discussing the view on foreign policy and
government school, the policies the obstacles he faced. Wilkie
and a brief overview of the efforts encouraged students to have the
to train students in promoting same ideals that Helms had.
conservatism in the government.
"(Wilkie) gave some great
Fonesca described her time details that allowed an inside
as an intern in Helms' office and perspective from someone who
the doors that being bilingual had actually ... worked with a
president," senior Jamie Kashuba
opened for her.
Fonesca was able to translate said.
Rogers, Hallberg and Wilkie
a conversation between Helms
and the president of Argentina, encouraged students to get
according to senior James involved in foreign policy matters
in order to help bring and keep
Kimmey.
Hallberg gave students tips and conservatism in the government
advice on how to be professional — not to give in just because of
in front of the camera. She began the opposition.
with a powerpoint of video clips
Contact Annie Isua at
of what to do and not to do when
aoisua@liberty.edu.
making a definitive statement.
Later,

she

stressed

the

Ask and receive: productive Q&A,
Lee Sandy
NEWS REPORTER

EDITOR'S CORRECTION

In last week's issue of the Champion, "Stamp down litter in Lynchburg" on A2 was written
by Sarah Blanzy and not Emily DeFosse, as was incorrectly stated. The article "Helm's
school invites students to prepare for intelligence careers" was written by DeFosse.
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Concerned students took the floor, barraging a
panel of Liberty's finest, including Chancellor Jerry
Falwell, Jr. in a question-and-answer session. The
long line of questioning coupled with heavy student
turnout, sent the session 20 minutes past its scheduled
time.
Director of Commuter Affairs Larry Provost
moderated the event, which took place last Thursday,
and frequently helped by answering questions
presented by participants.
In the first half ofthe Q&A, questions were directed
toward Elizabeth VanWingerden, marketing manager
of Liberty Dining; Timi Plyter, of the Student
Advocates office; Daveta Saunders, associate director
of the Center for Multicultural Enrichment; Matthew
Zealand, chief information (technology) officer;
Brian Yates, CASAS director of advising; Robert Ritz,
director ot Financial Aid and Provost.
Many questions regarding on-campus technology
inspired student questioning. Zealand informed the
student body that IPTV would be available over
Liberty's wireless, high-speed connection by the
upcoming tall semester.
When asked about programs that could possibly
help students be able to afford college next semester,
Ritz acknowledged that a lot of students and their
families are experiencing hard times right now. Of
the more than 40 alternative loan lenders that once
provided loans to Liberty students, only 14 remain
in business. However, Ritz informed students that an
internal loan program" is being considered.

Beaumont, the director ofAuxiliary Services; Colonel
Richard Hinkley, the chief of police for the Liberty
University Police Department; Dr. Mark Hine, vice
president of Student Affairs; and Pastor Dwayne
Carson, director of the Office of Student Leadership.
The information mostly concerned construction
and renovations on campus. Falwell mentioned that
since July 2007, S38 million in donations has been
spent on construction and renovation projects.
Falwell said that a company known as OPSEC3
is being considered as a possibility to make Liberty's
new shooting range become one of the premier in the
country. Plans could possibly include urban training
centers where room-to-room training courses could
be held.
Halfway through the final part ofthe Q&A students
began to line the center aisle armed with questions tor
Falwell and the other faculty.
Freshman Class Officer Timothy Leone saw the
event as a way to get questions answered and to
reassure students that Liberty's administration has
their best interests in mind.
"The average student does not typically get the
opportunity to speak one-on-one with administrative
figures, and this (event) gives students that
opportunity," Leongsaid.
Freshman Class President Liz Baldwin worked
closely with Leong to organize the event, and both
hope to see it become a regular event in the years to
come.
"Students that had questions found answers,"
Baldwin said. "The panelists did an excellent job at
taking time to answer them." •

Provost announced that the Office of Commuter
Affairs will be holding a Spring Apartment Fair on
Tuesday, April 7.
The second half of the Q&A featured Falwell; Lee

Help Wanted
Respoi
• Earn
• Students neerfd ASAM
• Earn up to $ 1 5 0 J M ^ a y f
mystery shopper
• No experience required
• Please oJ^BOO-722-4791
6800 Southwest 40th St.
Miami, FL 33155

Contact Lee Sandy at
rasandy@liberty.edu.
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A bittersweet parking development:firmpolicies maintain order

CHAIMAN

Tliis year, the number has decreased to 493, according
to Hinkley.
Beeline towing company, which does all of the
towing for the university, has decided to reduce the
rates that they charge for their services. The previous
charge had been a $95 fee which was reduced to $85.
They have also extended their pickup hours from 5
p.m. to 6 p.m.

Mamli Forth
NEWS REPORTER
Liberty University's Police Department (LUPD)
has decided to re-enforce the weekend and evening
rules and regulations. Students will be towed if
they are caught parking in the handicapped parking
spaces without a valid handicap sticker, or if they are
found parking in an RD parking place with the green
diamond. They will also be towed if they are found
blocking afirehydrant, roadway er another vehicle.

LAST SEMESTER AT THIS TIME, 591
CARS HAD BEEN TOWED. THIS YEAR,
THE NUMBER HAS DECREASED TO
493, ACCORDING TO CHIEF OF POLICE
RICHARD HINKLEY.

"It's more work for (LUPD), but students really
shouldn't be parking in handicap parking or blocking
a fire lane, that's common sense and oft campus you
would be towed as well. So it's not like they are being
unfair," junior Elaine Gordon said.
"The parking issues have gotten better although
there are still those that will park in areas they are not
supposed to, and they get towed," Police Chief for
LUPD Richard Hinkley said.
Last semester at this time, 591 cars had been towed.

Helen Goft", an employee ofBeeline who works with
the dispatch and accounting said that the reasoning for
the reduction in prices and fees is due to the decrease
in gas prices.
Beeline has also reduced the gate tee for a vehicle

NATIONAL COMPETITION
COPY EDITOR
Liberty University's Human Resource
(HR) Blue Team pummeled Virginia
Commonwealth University (VCU) in the
final round of the 2009 SHRM Virginia
State HR Games, Saturday at the Liberty
School of Law, to claim first place honors.
The Blue Team also claimed the
"Collegiality Award" for sportsmanship
and professionalism, which is voted on by
peers and Human Resource Management
(HRM) business professionals, according
to HR Team Coach and Faculty Advisor
Colleen McLaughlin.
The Flames sent two teams to the
competition, the Red Team of Lauren
Fontaine (captain), Sandra Kouaho and
Brittany Cooksey and the Blue Team of
Louis Lolli (captain), Jonathan Mills and
Jordan McLaughlin.
The competition is played in Jeopardy
format and featuresfivepreliminary rounds
followed by a single-elimination semi-final
and final round. Students are required
to "master the body of knowledge of the
human resource profession," according to
McLaughlin.

The games exist to "promote human
resource education, the value of the
Professional
in Human
Resource
certification exam and showcase the
development of students in this critical
field," according to SHRM.
McLaughlin said that Liberty plans to
take three HR teams to the 2009 Southeast
Regional SHRM HR Games at VCU in
Richmond on April 17-19. The winner
will be awarded a free trip to the 61st
Annual National SHRM Conference &
Exposition in New Orleans this summer.
Contact Drew Menard at
ajmenard@liberty.edu.

mw

Josh Swanson

After Miles spoke, the table topics part of the meeting began.
I his is where several ideasforan impromptu speech are given, and
one of the topics was what to do on a Friday night in Lynchburg.
While some people may think a Toastmasters club might have
Following Miles, Clair Smith, a freshman majoring in family
something to do with French toast, bagel creations or how to avoid and childhood development, went to the front of the room and
burning something in a toaster, that is not the case. Toastmasters made a speech on what she and her friends like to do.
International is a group whose goal is toprovide a supportive and
"Every Friday night, we call it the restaurant tour ot Lynchburg
positive learning environment, so that its members can practice ... you cant go wrong on a Friday night with going to White Hart,
their communications skills and build self- confidence.
Texas Inn and Macado's," she said.
Everyone at some point during their college and professional
After Smith spoke, David Kacinski, a freshman majoring in
career has to make a speech in front of a group ot people. Public engineering spoke about what his dream job would be, He heard
speaking is the number onefearin America according to The Wall about the Toastmasters meeting through a teacher. "This is a good
Street Journal.
place to mess up so you don't do it when it matters," he said.
Shaun Skow is the area governor ot the Toastmasters
While it is not yet official that Liberty will have a Toastmasters
organization and this past Thursday he led MI introductory meeting club, student interest and consent from the proper authorities will
for the possibility of a Toastmasters club at Liberty. The, club will get the club going at Liberty according to Skow.
meet either weekly or bi-weekly for an hour or two to develop and
"During the early 1900s the word 'toastmaster' referred to a
practice communication and leadership skills according to Skow.
person who proposed the toasts and introduced the speakers at
Skow said that students and faculty are eligible for the a banquet. The originator of the club, Ralph C Smedfey, named
Toastmasters if they have a desire to grow in those areas.
his group "flie Toastmasters Club' in 1924 because he thought it
"New members pay a one time S20 feefortheir materials. Aside suggested a pleasant, social atmosphere appealing to young men,"
from that, there is only the requirement to pay S2~ for membership said Skow.
dues every six months. Attending a Toastmaster meeting as a guest
Formore information on Toastmasters, look forannouncements
is free," Skow said.
regarding a future meeting on the splash page or send an email to
Malcolm Miles spoke after Skow made opening remarks. He Skow at svskow(3)verizon.net Visit Toastmasters.org for additional
said that he signed up for Toastmasters three different times information on Toastmasters.
because of his failure at public speaking.
Contact Josh Swanson at
"Don't let failure pave your way to speaking . . .come to
jswanson(i?liberty.edu.
Toastmasters where we can come help you deal with failure,"
Miles said.
NEWS REPORTER
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about the parking policy.

T O A S T M A S T E R S SEEKS LIBERTY C H A P T E R

competition.
Liberty's Red Team engaged in a heated
debate with the 2008 Virginia State and SE
Regional champion VCU Gold Team. The
teams remained locked until VCU broke
the tie on a "wagered" question, according
to McLaughlin.
VCU went on to face Liberty's Blue
Team in the championship round, where'
the Flames dominated and cruised their
way to victory. •
The competition was sponsored by
the state of Virginia and National Society
for Human Resource Management
(SHRM).

The two Liberty teams entered the
semi-finals ranked first and second, with
a significant point advantage over the

But for Erika Anderson, who works for the DLP
office at Liberty, the parking regulations at Liberty are
contusing.
"I think it is a little ridiculous to tow a car without
any warning, especially at North Campus, the parking
over there is really confusing. I think if they are going
to be towing cars they need to go back to painting the
"As a commuter, I think its great. It really bothers me colored diamonds on the parking spot so that way it is
when the dormitory students teel the need to drive completely clear," Anderson said.
to classes when they live walking distance away, and
Many students have felt like there have been too
I live miles away. The parking situation is tough since many changes made to the parking situation over
the campus has limited space for it, and the policy the past year. LUPD said that there will be no major
discourages parking in the wrong places, it's definitely changes for the upcoming Fall 2009 semester.
a help to me and the other commuters," junior Hilary
Contact Mandi Forth at
Lawson said.
ajforth@liberty.edu.
Faculty and staff for Liberty have mixed feelings

Addressing the crowd

HR TEAMS 'MANAGE'
Drew Menard
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:estaurant&
^eception Hall

8 4 5 - 0 0 6 0

2007 We were voted 2nd Best Automotive
Repair Shop in "Lynchburg Living Magazine'

II inclTOve dinners brought to your tableTi
DOWIS and platters and served-family style

All minor & major automotive repairs - Foreign & Domestic
State Inspection Station - Tires - Oil Changes - Wrecker Service

O/tHce M c/ilrccj A'/- {(iMc:
Marinated beef tips -Oven Fried Chicken • Fried Flounder
Pork BBQ Baby Back Ribs • Fried Shrimp
Grilled Ham Steaks • Virginia Pork BBQ • Sliced Roast Beef
Country Fried Steak • Steamed Shrimp • Prime Rib

Glenn Huddleston - Certified Master Tech.
Mike Gavin - ASE & GM Certified Tech.
Shop Owner: Brenda Ayers

• Less than 10 min from LU

Phone: (434) 845-0060 or (434) 444-5733
Email: ayersautoinc@aol.com

• On City Bus Route, stop at entrance
• 2009 Lakeside Drive

Hours: Mon-Fri 8AM - 5:30 PM
4913 Richmond Hwy, Lynchburg, VA 24504

- 2 BR, 2 1/2 BA" with garage

Directions - Leaving River Ridge Mall heading East on 460.
3 miles on the left, across from Shell store.
Close to new 29 North - Bypass
l
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$29.95 OIL CHANGE

• Only $900 a month

Call (434) 385-1391
for viewing
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Private rooms available for Wedding Receptions,
Rehearsal Dinners, Birthday and Anniversary
Celebrations and Business Retreats.
Separate Menus Available.

993 2475

www.dszechini.com
DSZ Properties, LC

— — - . - . _ _ _

_> Sloe ((is/ics i/ic(iu/c((:
Macaroni and Cheese • Whipped Potatoes • Green Beans |
Sweet Potato Casserole • Corn Pudding
Cole Slaw • Fresh Fruits • Biscuits
Homemade dessert and ice tea included.
All items offered for one inclusive price
ults $13.00 • Children under 12 $6.50 . 2 and under FREE

434

Up to 5 qts. Oil, includes oil filter
& 23 point check. No hidden fees.
Expires 3/31/09
— — _ _

"It's worked pretty well so far.' This is thefirstsemester
I've always found a parking space in my assigned
lot," said Brian Melton, a history professor at Liberty.
"People who get towed will still be mad it it's $5.

being left over the weekend from $35 to $25, while
completely eliminating the charge for leaving a vehicle
on their property for more than 24 hours. Goft" said
that her experience dealing with Liberty students has
been a good one.
"Their attitude has been great. Some have actually
been very pleasant," Goft said.
Even though Liberty and Beeline towing are
enforcing the new stricter parking policy, some
students have maintained a good attitude about the
firm policies.
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Barbecuing with Barack in the Middle East
Obama on
Afghanistan

Tim Mattingly
OPINION EDITOR

t h e situation is increasing^ perilous.
It'1; been more than seVWi years since the
Taliban was removed from power. Yet war
rages on.'
"As president, my greatest responsibility is
to protect the American people."
"We have a clear and focused goal: to
disrupt, dismantle and defeat al-Qaeda in
Pakistan and Afghanistan, and to prevent
their return to either country in the
future."
"There is an uncompromising core of the
Taliban. They must be met withforce.And
they must be defeated. But there are also
those who have taken up arms because of
coercion or simply for a price."
"Going forward, we will not blindly stay
the course. Instead, we will set clear
metrics to measure progress and hold
ourselves accountable."
"To achieve our goals, we need a stronger,
smarter and comprehensive strategy. To
focus on the greatest threat to our people,
America must no longer deny resources
to Afghanistan because of the war in Iraq."
"I remind everybody, the United States of
America did not choose to tight a war in
Afghanistan. Nearly 3,000 ot our people
were killed on September 11, 2001, for
doing nothing more than going about
their daily lives."

Throw another war on the "barbie."
After President Barack Obama's recent
jpeech, one thing is clear
Afghanistan
and Pakistan are on our military's terrorist
taming menu. Rumbling and grumbling
are the bellies ot Americans who have
waited far too long to feast upon victory in
the Middle Past, but achieving this victory
will be no picnic.
"Al-Qaeda and its allies, the terrorists
who planned and supported the 9/11
attacks, are in Pakistan and Afghanistan,"
Obama said, during his address on March
27.
Yet the additional cost of such a military
venture has made some squeamish. No
one wants further financial strain in these
hard economic times. Everyone likes to
eat a yummy picnic fruit but nobody wants
the seeds associated with it. Or in this case,
Americans want to defeat global terrorism
but not if it is going to cost theni money.
Unfortunately, there is no "seedless"
road to victory in the Middle East. Instead,
there is a hard path winding between
mountains, rite with "un-yumminess." But
nevertheless, it is a path that we must take.
"Al-Qaeda is actively planning attacks
on the United States homeland from its
sate haven in Pakistan," Obama explained.
And if the Afghan government falls to
the Taliban or allows al-Qaeda to go
unchallenged, that country will again be a
base for terrorists who want to kill as many
ot our people as they possibly can."
A major deterrent to Americans
supporting Obama's continued war is the
view they hold ot the previous president's
war. In May 200S, polls showed 70 percent

ofAmericans disapproving ofthe military's
tactics in Iraq, according to Reuters. The
ongoing conflict in the Middle East is like
old potato salad in America's refrigerator
— we are not completely throwing it out,
but no one really wants to eat it anymore.
But no barbecue is complete without
this "potato salad." No matter how old,
moldy or unappetizing it may look we
must eat it. For in its consumption we shall
take the knowledge gained in the Iraqi war
and hopefully regurgitate it back upon our
enemies, tor victory in Afghanistan.
"I have no illusion that this will be easy,"
Obama said. "In Iraq, we had success
in reaching out to former adversaries

to isolate and target al-Qaeda in Iraq.
We must pursue a similar process in
Afghanistan, while understanding that it is
a very different country."
A major goal of Obama's operation is
to skewer Osama bin Laden and Ayman
al-Zawahiri. It all goes as planned, both
Taliban and al-Qaeda operations will also
be doused by the unquenchable fire of
America's spirit. The motives of terrorists
are dark as charcoal and as such, we must
set their operation aflame.
As part of the president's strategy against
terrorism, 17,000 soldiers and Marines

4,000 more troops for the purpose of
training and supporting the Afghani army
and police.
"We have a shared responsibility to act,"
Obama said. "Not because we seek to
project power for its own sake, but because
our own peace and security depends On
it."
Middle Eastern tensions continue
to sizzle as America carries on its antiterrorist campaign. In this war, there can
be no leftovers — global terrorism must
be completely devoured if there is to be
hope for a peaceful tomorrow.

•

have already been deployed to Afghanistan.
Later in the spring, Obama plans to deploy

Contact Tim Mattingly at
tmattingly@liberty.edu.

Wind energy whips up dissent
Elisabeth Garman
OPINION REPORTER

Recycling, renewable energy and reusable grocery
bags
the green trend is in full swing. Some may teel
strongly about their responsibility toward the earth,
while others just want to be trendy (thought they
might not admit it). Even the CW television network
runs a public service announcement campaign about
not going nuts" when going green.
There are some people, however, particularly those
in rural areas, that would rather their area to not be
so "green." There has been a recent backlash against
the placement o( wind farms by the concerned
homeowners in the area, according to a High Country
News article, www.hcn.org.
In theory, wind seems like it would be the ideal form
ofenergy. It is sustainable .md lias the ability to provide
a large amount ot energy without the dependence
on foreign oil. President Barack Obama has jumped
on the green bandwagon by adding portions of the
stimulus bill for alternative energy. Currently, the
United States leads the world in wind energy. Last
year there was enough produced to power 7 million
homes, as reported in hcn.org. It still only accounts for
1 percent ot total energy in the country.
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However, there are negatives to this form of energy.
Though wind would seem to be "free," there is no
such thing as a "free lunch." Wind, like bottled water,
costs money. Last year, hcn.org reported that federal
subsidies totaled $800 million, plus tax incentives at
the state level. Besides the initial cost to build wind
farms, the nearby residents complain that it lowers
property value. In a study two years ago through the

Soforthose of us who are not up at
night, nauseous and dizzy, worrying that
a chunk of ice will hit our windshield
when driving by a wind farm, wind
power sounds like a good solution.
National Academy of Sciences, some have reported to
suffer from health issues such as nausea, insomnia and
dizziness. They also complained of the lighted towers
at night, the noise and vibration and the remote chance
that a wind turbine may hurl a piece of ice.
What those in Washington and activists around
the country may not realize, is that even though wind
farms provide energy on a national, even global scale,
the effects are felt on local people who live next door.
Wind farms are usually placed in rural areas so they do

affect less of the population, but it makes
sense to have laws put in place to regulate
how close they can come to residential areas.
Some ot these people, such as farmers making a
living, have lived in the area for decades and moving on
is not an option for them. For these people, some sort
of amends needs to be made tor the inconvenience,
such as tax credits and reimbursement for medical
expenses caused by the wind farms.
Still, wind is renewable, so it will reduce expenses in
the future. So tor those ot us who are not up at night,
nauseous and dizzy, worrying that a chunk of ice will
hit our windshield when driving by a wind farm, wind
power sounds like a good solution. In spite of that,
there are those who do have to deal with those issues,
so Congress and activists alike need to be respectful
. when addressing this surprising controversy.
We need to remember that "change" and" believing"
is all well and good ... as long as.a wind farm is not
moving in next door.
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Contact Elisabeth Garman at
ejgarman@liberty.edu.

everything and let you peruse at your leisure. member for the day, dressed completely in
I guess you could liken this tidbit edition of black and packing a revolver. My mission?
"From the Desk" to those little Chick-Fil-A Rescue my roommate from her psycho
bites that can only be found during breakfast boyfriend, who is threatening to kill her in his
backyard.
hours: small and satisfying.
I'm not really part of the SWAT, and my
• Wednesday, March 25 - Riding the bus
has always been a dangerous place for my roommate's life is not really in danger. We
thoughts, as they tend to get philosophical are fust helping one of our quad mates shoot
whenever something interesting happens. For a scene fur her short film, Asphyxiated. I feel
example, today I got on a bus that only had pretty legit carrying an empty airsoit pistol
standing room left. But before I could get into and running around in the rain with a mission
my bus-suriing stance, a kid in the seat next to in mind.
me stood up and ottered to let me sit down.
• Sunday, March 2V I slept through church
Appreciating his chivalry, I took his seat. Not today. 1 know, I know, I should have gone,
more than a minute later, the guy across the but I could not drag my sleep-deprived body
row from me otfered his seat to a girl that was out of bed. So, to remedy the situation, my
in the same predicament 1 had been in a few roommate and I watched an archived Johunie
moments before. But instead of taking his Moore sermon from 1007. Anyone who was
seat, the girl brushed past him and left him to around back then will remember when he
sit with feelings of hurt pride and rejection. brought an old, dilapidated organ ottstage
And girls wonder why chivalry is dying. Buck as a sermon illustration about relationships

for both of us, and it is always humorous to
watch Johnnie futilely try to break the organ
that contained no internal supports.
• Monday, March 30 - I realized today just
how close my college career is from coming
to a close, 'ibis revelation came in the form
of an e-mail acceptance letter from the
National Journalism Center, ottering me a
summer internship in Washington, D.C. and
subsequently throwing me headtirst into
the world of professional journalism. 1 am
completely overwhelmed with responsibility,
but 1 do not feel ready to face the "real world"
yet. But I guess this is where faith comes
in, and reliance on the wisdom of God in 2
Corinthians 12:9: "My grace is sullicient
for you, for my power is made perfect in
weakness."'
I-'or more l;i om the Desk articles, visit
fromtltedesk-baker.blogspot.com.

Contributions may detract from Africa's economy
Christopher Scott
OPINION REPORTER

Celebrities like Bono and Oprah,make
their ambitions to end world poverty
clear. Their selfless gifts and sacrifices
for the betterment of humanity remain
as an example to us all. One could say
that if everyone were equally generous to
the underprivileged, then world poverty
would not be a problem. Or would it?
Dambisa Moyo is a native from the
Country of Zambia, she holds multiple
Ivy League degrees and is the head of
economic research and strategy for SubSaharan Africa. The New York Times
nicknames her the "Anti-Bono," because
of her strong beliefs against foreign aid to
Africa from celebrities.
"(Because of aid), you get the
corruption — historically, leaders have
stolen the money without penalty —
and you get the dependency, which
kills entrepreneurship," Moyo said,
according to the New York Times. "You
also disenfranchise African citizens,
because the government is beholden to
foreign donors and not accountable to its.
people."
Moyo argues that the Chinese financial
structure has escalated from almost
complete poverty to a form of stability
without anyone's help. She believes
that the Chinese defeated their problems
without any assistance from countries
like America.
"Forty years ago, China was poorer than
many African countries. Yes, they have
money today, but where did that money
come from? They built that, they worked
very hard to create a situation where they
are not dependent on aid," Moyo said.
From a fundamental perspective,
Moyo's argument holds a great deal of
respectability. It has long been known
that the spirit of capitalism is doused by
foreign dependencies.
However, the problems in Africa are
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s soomme ewwhhaat t . ^ M
different than
the problems
inChina.The
continent is
stricken with
poverty
and
disease due to a great
many
environmental
factors and historical

Lr

United States
Statesevidence
evidenceofolthat.
that.AtAlone
one
United
point, the American working class was
mostly agriculturally based, but by
means of the industrial revolution,
America became an urban society.
"Many human health and
environmental problems might be
remedied with proceeds from
growth in the
agricultural
sector. For
instance,
developing

countries would
have more
funds
to
provide
safe
water

factors
t h a t
simply
do
not
in China.
T h e
recent civil wars in democratic republic
of the Congo, Sierra Leone and Burundi
have untold economic consequences, and
reflect a turbulence that has long existed
in the culture of Africa.
In addition to this, the western world
has burdened Africa with things like
agricultural subsidies, which cost subSaharan Africa $302 million in 2001 -2002
alone, according to Oxfam International,
an anti-poverty organization.
History shows that agriculture is the
cornerstone of economic advancement
in the developing countries. Consider the

sources,
every year, 2.5
million people
perish from dysentery
and
other
intestinal
diseases due to lack of
clean drinking water," Max
Borders said in a National Center
for Policy Analysis (NCPA) article.
There are many complications that
surround the economic well-being of
the country of Africa. Moyo makes a
good point that money should not just
be thrown indiscreetly to solve the
problem. However, contrary to Moyo's
view, foreign aid should not be withheld
altogether. Organizations like DATA
(Debt, AIDS, Trade, Africa), purpose to
move the focus of foreign help from ''aid
to trade," which genuinely encourages
African entrepreneurship, according to

theDATA
DATAWeb
Website.
site.
the
With the passing of the stimulus bill.
The United States' market is currently
in the process of receiving outside
intervention. If the government refrained
from intervening in our current market,
economists predict that it would face
certain and complete failure. African
nations are in the same rut and will
continue in their cycle of economic
despair without outside intervention.
An organization called Africa Aid uses
relationships with American universities
to "foster collaboration that unites
research with real-world development."
"From the most rural village to the
highest level of government, Africa is
a continent brimming with untapped
potential and unrealized opportunity,"
the Africa Aid vision statement states.
"Though the challenges are many and the
barriers to overcome are high, ranging
from disease epidemics that span the
continent to families unsure of where
income for their next meal will come,
Africa Aid believes that a world abundant
in resources and innovation can work
alongside African communities to effect
long-term, sustainable change in Africa."
There are many things that can be done
to change the situation in Africa. Contrary
to Moyo's stance, the worst thing to do
with the realization of starving children
and suffering families is absolutely
nothing. Celebrities like Oprah and Bono
set an example for all of us to at least do
something.
Contact Christopher Scott at
cmscott@liberty.edu

Domino's Pizza
Student Value Menu
$7.99

#1 #2 #3 #4
One large Pizza
•rl-Topping Pizza
code 9601

Student Value Menu
$8.99

One Medium 2-Tomiing
Pizza & a 20oz Soda
code 9602

One* tame
Cheese Pizza
code 9603

My 9 Three Brad Mam:
Ctntia SHK Ctinesv Brtiad
BreadsrJtr,
code 9604

#5 #6 #7
hie Medlani Homing
Pruat Order ol
BraadsUcks
code 9605

3rd Annual FACS Department Fashion Show.

Ornate! t i l e d
Sandwich > A Small
Cheese Pina
code 9606

Two Small
2-Topping Pizzas
Sunday • Thursday 10:30am - lam code 9607
Friday & Saturday 10:30am - 2am

X}

wherv.

Domino's Pizza "Official Pizza of liberty Flames Athletics"
Order onlimivjNW.dorninos.corn

434-237-7788

1

A

5501 Fort Ave
NOW HIRING Part T i m Delivery Drivers

FridayApnl 3rd 7.00p,
(Show starts at 7.30]

where: Sc*9

Cefr

Storage
SetfStoraue Mad* Easy

Why drag all your stuff home this

SUMMER?
•
•
•

Climate or Non-Climate Controlled unite
Sizes available for any need even your CAR!!
1 mile from LIBERTY UNIVERSITY
IF WE DON'T BET THE RENTAL COST OF A
LOCAL COMPETITOR WE WILL MATCH IT!

a] tha kid quest
Proceeds to benefit TRBC Missionary House Re-Design
by Liberty University Family & Consumer Sciences Association
For more info call the FACS dept. @ 434-592-3682

Give us a call at 4 3 4 - 5 2 8 - 0 0 4 0 or visit us online at www.Kieal-storaye.com
35C4 Young Place - Lynchliur.j. VA 245501

F A C S team renovates old house I VOLUNTEERS MAifK)Y||if^^^M
D Lucky Billings,
TRBC, for the
s offered' a small
opportunity.
Drew Menard
to
the
association,
and Howard
COPY EDITOR
put her students to work, giving them four
weeks
to
complete
the
task.
The service
The gold colored walls begged for'a
makeover. The furniture and wallpaper project was funded in part by. the fashion
shows
that
the
FACS
department
holds
were overdue for replacement, and the
throughout the year. Howard projects that
windows needed serious attention.
the team was able to renovate the house for
These, and many other renovations
less than $1,500.
markedithe' to-do list of the Family and
According to FACS Association
Consumer Sciences (FACS) Association.
The group, consisting of'30 students and. President Kelly Kingsley, there were
a handful1 ofparent v o j ^ ^ p ^ took on the around 30 student volunteers and a few
• task of remodeling a' rftissionary. house; for' parents who helped on the project. | | j
As soon'as Howard and her volunteers
Thomas Road B a p t i s f ^ p h (TRBC).
The:house, which is rented .from entered the house, they could see the need
';
for
immediate improvements.
Liberty, is leased out to missionaries who
are on furlough from the mission, fifeldr-:>. "Thefirst thing that Stj||||fs was get rid
Missionaries from any sponsor are: allowed ofthe gold,'" Howard sfidf||||
According to Howard,; every wall' of
to lease the space, although most of the
-the house was painted; gold before the
_ tenants are sponsofedby TRBC.
Abby Artnbruster

Howard spoke

NEWS REPORTER

'"God was very good to
by providing good pieces of §
furniture," Howard said.
Many of the beautiful I
pieces once filled Mail
Street at TRBC and wen
given to the re-design 1
project by Paula Johnson, I
art director for TRBC.
Kingsley said that she ^
proud ofwhat the team had ]
accomplished.
. "We really wanted aplace 1
where the : t i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S
could . feel- refreshed/ -she .-

The re-furbished'.il^^H
was unveiled at an £\?^,&.-£&flity$$. according to Billings.
house even on Thurs., March •%&,. The Another house in'the same complex is
volunteers, alo'ng.with members of TRBQ used as a missionary house|il|||lB|||H
were personally inyited't^this:eR|nJ^^J . i "Weve'aireadv heard unt.\yjLc?\tTiitul 3
' "Its bee^y^E^^^^TO^^oKtl^^^^ for the other house," H o w a ^ f e ^ ^ ^
comments tor|ign^|[^wrff1s.a"idM®^ ;ir The next f At ;s AssiKiatjoiiyaVlm;n^
FACS;'Association member Michelle
:
Otto said that Some rnissionaries stay a ';'' ''Hundreds"'of -hp^^^^|jjMri.;;I am open house;|^^gre:'all excitedJppSp^ ^ ^ g l ' b e Apnl 3 ^ ^ ^ : ^ 0 §
Billings safi^ffiSthe: house is filling -Schilling1 Center. For^^^information;,:
couple'of days, while others stay a couple really proud of my teamj||pard said.
,
Otto helped sew'J5^^g|jwhilg other . • spots for. missionaryi|^^^|fhrdughout @asj|||||p^G'"i 1 V |ijifmoift/pji\n.lii.^C^
ofmonths.
W e b page. '.' ••'•;
v T w a s looking, for'another service volunteers made a ne^^^ffiipard for the |th^e|fcp£s|
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bedroom
ohhe^^^^M
.project- to -do," faculty advisor Matalie
• Contact Abrj^Vnjbr^teri'ats
Missionary piioi.ts A\;hose^ ••stuilejits'i,:
Howard saw an immediate rieea||SjB|||
.Howard said. "In the' previous'year's, the:
aarmbrustexiJhbertyediS^
| FACS" Association refurbished rooms' at- wallpaper, and furniture, which were all; attend T ibeit\J^pjaiU'"tp' -j-omejJufmo'.'
• Contact Drew'Mqiardjati
-for-furlough';as th&j^^^K^earihe'gins,'
replaced during the revovations.
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fiV^iiferllPil
Fodtiwaste in the United States is t n e ^
largest component of discarded waste
by weight. [CNN online,9/24/07]
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On auerage, 1/3 pound of food is w a s t e | |
per student per day in the Reber Thomas
In an effort
wasted eac
Services wi

! the amount of food
Keber Ttiomas, biniffiiB
king food waste frofn/i

look for tracking result||ear the dish
return and on th^large LEoibreeii in the
middle dfReher!
Do your part and only take what
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SPREADING THE WORD
LIBERTY GOLF ON THE RISE
CURRY CHOOSES DUKE
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Jesse Sanders and Tyler Baker share the
love of Christ to African children.
Karlsson, Petterson and Schenz-Davis
lead Flames to win at FMB Invitational.
After leading the Flames to 23 victories,
Seth Curry transfers to Duke.

CH/1MPIONSPORTS
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JONATHAN THOMPSON. SPORTS REPORTER
^^^^Kglayedhost to Hampton, splitting the pair
ofhomegameswifh the visiting Lady Pirates 0-2 arid
^^^^teetively, last TuesaS||||p
Game one saw the Lady Flames unable to generate
£ny offense, stranding severi:runners,on base arid not
pushing a single run across the plate.
lsnM||l<5&ked' promising for the Lady Flames in
thefirstinning, as junior third baseman J'nae Jefferson
la'ced aone-out triple. But a strikeout by senior Beth
Bennett and a lineout by freshman Kaylee West
ended the threat." ' .
Hampton scored itsfirstrun in the top off the third
inning after a single and an error put runners on first
and second with two outs. Senior Ashley Weissenbach
then roped a single into left field bringing home
shortstop Evelyn Garcia.
The Lady Flames had another scoring opportunity
in the bottom half of the third, as sophomore center
fielder Amber JDePasquale led off with a single and
iimriediately stole second. Freshman shortstop
Kelly Strickland drew a walk, but a double play and a

strikeout left the Lady Flames scoreless.
Hampton would add an insurance run in the fourth,
compliments of a Travonna Byrd single that scored
juniorfirstbaseman Jada Jeffries. Two runs were more
than enough for Lady Pirates' senior pitcher Amanda
Black, as she went on to claim the 2^0 win.
DePasquale led the Lady Flames going 3-for-3, but
none of her other teammates couldfindthe groove
against Black. '-IfilBiflfli
"It felt good to keep hitting," DePasquale said. "It
was disappointing though, that we couldn't string
anything together."
In game two Liberty still struggled to string hits
together, but their offense stepped up in other ways.
The Lady Flames recorded three home runs in the
victory, tying their season record.
Liberty jumped on freshman starter Travonna Byrd
in thefirstinning, taking advantage of an error, a walk
and a passed ball to score theirfirstrun of the series.
The floodgates opened for Liberty.in the second,
as both Bennett and Jefferson-recorded solo home

runs. Sophomore second baseman Cassie Hendrix
reachedfirstafter being hit by a pitch and promptly
stole second and advanced to third on a wild pitch.
Hendrix came home on a ground-out by junior
outfielder Jenny Law.
Liberty's third home run came in the third inning
as West recorded her first collegiate home run oft the
first pitch by Hampton relievei Black _ ^iMfyMg
"It's a good feeling," West said. "Really, it's
indescribable."
Those five runs proved more than enough for
sophomore pitcher Tiffani Smith. Smith went the
distance, striking out 12 and allowing one run to
move her record to 6-6.
West led all players, going 2-3 with one RBI and a
run scored.
Liberty then made the trek up to South Carolina
to begin conference play with three games against the
Winthrop Eagles.
In game one of Sunday's double-header, Winthrop
senior rightfielderLisa Kingsmore jumpstarted the

Eagles offense in the bottom of the third with a tworun shot, scpringherself and junior third baseman
Pearl Coleshill. Eagles junior second baseman Ashlee
Revell followed Kingsmore with a solo shot, making
the score 3?$£3g$&
Liberty chipped aWa^^Bhlhrop's lead in the fifth.
Freshman leftfielderDanielle Howard led off with a •
walk and advanced to second on afielder'schoice.
After a sacrifice hit that advanced both runners,
Howard scored on a sacrifice fly by West.
The long ball proved deadly for the Lady Flames-, as
Smith gave up back-to-back solo shots to senior first
baseman Mallory Hogan and junior pitcher Megan
• Liberty then brought in freshman reliever Allyson
Hudson to try and stop the pressure, but sophomore
Veronica Berrie and Kingsmore claimed both hit
home runs to give Winthrop a 9-1-win.
Liberty began the second game strong, as-RBI's by
Bensinger and West gave the Lady Flames a 2-0 lead
in thefirstinning.
See SOFTBALL o n B4
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FLAMES GO
GLOBAL

S a n d e r s , Baker s p r e a d
the word in A f r i c a
ALLISON BEDWELL. LIFE! REPORTER I
As the Liberty men's basketball team ends another
season, it is a good time to reflect back on the people
who make every game worth g°' n gJSLBut just
because the games are over, the cheering does not
need to stop. Fans can continue to take pride in their
team.
Whether in season or out, the Flames have a
passion to win others to Christ. For some of the team j
members, this meant traveling to Africa prior to the
2008-2009 season.
v>,=
I had never been to Africa, and the country and
ieople have always interested me," freshman point
guard Jesse Sanders said.
•
Sanders decided to put interest into action at the
beginning of last summer. After spending three days
preparing for the trip in Xenia, Ohio with a group
of other college basketball players from across the
country, he endured 28 hours of travel before finally
reaching his African destination.
"The theme of our trip was to live for an audience
of one," Sanders said.
This was clearly accomplished each day of the trip
as Sanders and the rest ofthe mission team spent time
leading basketball clinics and playing with children in
orphanages.
"I can't describe the conditions these kids live in.
Yet, many of them were so joyful and happy to be
alive," Sanders said. "They were starving for affection.
,The hardest part of every day was having to say
goodbye. They would ask, Are you coming back to
play with me?' It was so hard seeing what those kids
go through day in and day out."
The ministry did not stop with the African children.
While competing against African national teams
from Togo, Mali, Senegal and Guinea, the group was
able to share God's word with each of them.
Sanders described the difference between playing
basketball in America and playing basketball in
Africa.

MEN'S
GOLF

Golf provides another
strong showing, wins First
Market Bank Intercollegiate

II JAKE PETERSON, SPORTS EDITORl

"It was a very fast and wild style of basketball, but it
was a lot of fun," Sanders said.
More than that, however, Sanders discussed how
God was implemented into each of the games he

played.
"At half time of every game, we would share the
gospel message with the fans, and one player would
g)Yc his testimony," Sanders said. "Then, after the
game, we would have the team we had played come
over to where we were staying and have dinner. We
would just talk with them and witness to them."
Sanders' was not the only Flame who traveled CO
Africa last summer. Coach Ritchie McKay and junior
rerward Tyler Baker served in Kibera shortly after
Sanders trip ended.
Baker and McKay taught, "basketball clinics for
players in Nairobi and delivered medical supplies,
shoes and clothes to many individuals throughout
Kibera," according to Baker.
During the trip, Baker met a 12-year-old boy
named Sharif who enjoyed playing soccer. "We got
to talking for a while one day, and he told me how his
mother had died. He was basically being raised by his
14-year-old brother. 1 couldn't believe the courage he
showed by his determination to succeed. I ended
up buying him a soccer ball," Baker said. "The last
day we were there, I remember giving it to him and
watching him walk down the crowded street with
that ball under his arm and his head held so high. He
was now one of the only kids in that part of the slum
whoactuallyhadarealball.".
Contact Allison Bedwell at
apbedwell@liberty.edu.

TENNIS
Lady Flames sweep
Aggies to end wet week
II BJ WILLIAMS, SPORTS REPORTERl

Placing inside the top-three in their first
three tournaments, the Liberty Flames men's
golf team finally pulled through and won its
first tournament since the 2006 William &
Mary Invitational, winning by three shots over
Campbell last week at the Kingsmill River
Course.
The River Course, designed by worldrenowned architect Pete Dye, is a 6,831-yard
layout bordering the James River and ranked
as the No. 6 golf course in the state of Virginia.
'Hie course plays host to an annual LPGA
Tour event; which was won last year by Annika
Sorenstam. Ironically, the Flames have had
success at the River Course in the past, winning
the 2006 William & Mary Invitational in a rainshortened 18-hole event.
On day one of the tournament, newcomers
Robert karlsson and Tobias Petterson got the
Flames oft to a blistering start. Both freshmen
fired one-undei par rounds of "0, placing them
in a five-way tie for first place with Campbell's
Vaita Guillaume, Gardner-Webb's Immu
Korvenmaa and Marshall's Christian Brand.
The other three Liberty goiters were busy as
well, especially redshirt junior Nathan SchenzDavis and senior Jay Calvo. Schenz-Davis
backed up Petterson and Karlsson's solid rounds
with a great round of his own, as the California
native carded m even-par round of 71 md
finished the round tied for sixth. Calvo finished
at two-over with his round of 73, sitting in a tie
tor 17th place with another 18 holes to play the
following day. The final Flames golfer, Preston
Dembowiak, rebounded from a front nine score
of 40 to finish with a 38 on the back nine and a
final score ol 78,

Despite cold and windy conditions in the
earlier rounds, low.er numbers started to show
up on the leaderboard as the rounds progressed.
Campbell, led by Guillaume's round of 70, sat
just one stroke behind the Flames at 285 after
the first day of play.
"In the morning it was cold Mid windy, but
it warmed up in the afternoon and made the
scoring conditions easier, Schenz-Davis said.
"Because we were leading, going into the final
round, we were able to tee off a little later and
play when the conditions were better."
The final round of action saw the Flames
hold on to their one-stroke lead and secure their
fourth straight top-3 finish of the season.
"Our mindset going into thefinalround was to
dominate and go really low," Schenz-Davis said.
"Although we ended up not really dominating,
we knew what we needed to do to win and we
did that, fortunately."
For the second straight week, Karlsson
racked up medalist honors with MI even-par
71 in the final round. His Swedish sidekick
Petterson carded a one-over 72 in the final
round and finished alongside Schenz-Davis
(71) in a three-way tie for second at even par for
the tournament along with Temple's Eric Plisko.
Calvo tied for 28th after shooting a final round
76, while Dembowiak improved on his first
round 78 with a "6 in the final round.
"1 think its obvious what Robert has brought
to this team.To win in consecutive tournaments
is something that requires a great amount of skill,"
focus, and desire...all of which he has displayed
this entire year, Dembowiak said. 'As soon as
Robert arrived here, lie instantly jelled with
the entire team and made the transition from
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jtpetersen@liberty.edu.
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Sweden to the states very smoothly. He has an
incredible competitive desire that' has carried
over into all of us who have been around him."
Dembowiak and the rest of the Flames feel
that this year's stellar play combined with the
solid core of players on the team could be the
start of something great for Liberty golf
"Would be consistent play from top to
bottom. At any given tournament, we have the
confidence in one another that we will all shoot
below~5, which doesn't putan immense amount
of pressure on one individual," Dembowiak
said. Winning this week at William & Mary
hasfinallygotten us over the hurdle of winning
as a team. As a team, we need to continue to
push and trust one another more than ever, and
it we do so, I think we will keep pushing our
expectations higher."
The Flames were supposed to be back in
action this week in the Midwest at the Diet
Coke Shocker Classic hosted by Wichita State,
but an unexpected blast of wintry weather in
the Wichita area forced the cancellation of the
tournament. The Flames will enjoy a week oft
before hitting the links the following week at the
Colorado University (CU) Stevinson Ranch
Invitational in Stevinson, Calif
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Hannah Fick and Jordan Jenkins
ran their record to 6-1) on the year
in No. 1 doubles as the Liberty
Lady Flames tenuis team defeated
the Aggies of North Carolina A&T
7-0 on Saturdavyn Greensboro,
N.C. This was the only match the
ladies played this week as the other
three matches were washed out
due to rain in the Central Virginia
area. I
'File Lady Flames started the
day oft with the victory by Fick
and Jenkins andfeept things rolling
right on into the other two doubles
matches to sweep the doubles
point.
Sophomores Stephanie Brown
and Nadia Solomon-Burgess
dominated at No. 2 doubles
winning 8-0 and Freshman Lais
Souza and sophomore Valeria
Klintsevich
matched
their
teammates domination with an
8-0 victory of their own.
Tilings only got better in singles.
Jordan Jenkins, the reigning 2008
Big South Player of the Year,
picked up her eighth win at No.
I singles, winning in straight sets.
The domination continued as
all of the Lady Flames won their
matches in straight sets, including
senior Ekaterina Kuznetsova who
picked up her first singles victory
of the season at No. 5 singles.
Freshman Katie Laderer
picked up her second victory
of the year, as well.

with Presbyterian has also been
rescheduled for April 10, while
the match with East Carolina will
not be made up. The men did get
a conference' match in Boiling
Springs, N.C. when they faced the
Gardner-Webb Runnin' Bulldogs.
The teams split the singles matches,
but the Bulldogs won when it
mattered and took the -doubles
point for a 4-3 victory. The men are
currently 11 -6, tying them for the
most Division-I wins in university
history.
Both teams will be in action on
Tuesday as they head to longtime
rival Longwood at 2:30 p.m. They
return toBigSouthConterenceplay
'this weekend when the Buccaneers
of Charleston Southern come
calling during Liberty University
College for a Weekend to face off
with the women, while the men
head up to Radford to face the
defending Big South champion
Highlanders. The women's match
is set to begin at 1:30 p.m. while
the time for the men's match has
yet to be announced.
Contact BJ Williams at
bjwilliams@liberty.edu.

The Lady Flames have
now won five straight
matches and eight of their
last 11 to improve their
overall record to 9-6 after
starting the season 1-3.
The matches with. Coastal
Carolina, East Carolina and
Presbyterian were all rained out.
'Ihe first two matches will not be
made up while the match with
Presbyterian is now scheduled for
April 10 and will serve as the final
match of the conference season
foi the Lady Flames.
Ihe men's team was also
supposed to be in action
this week but the rain
played spoiler for them
as well. 'Ihe men's match

»
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NEEDTOBREATHE
with Article One

Saturday

april 4th
^8:00pm
Vines Center
LUID:$8adv|$10door
Public: $10 advl $12 door
For more information call 434.592.3061
or email studentactivitiesinfo@Nberty.edu
To purchase tickets for this event
go online at www.liberty.edu/studentactivities
or upstairs to the Student Activities front desk.
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IBERTY OUTDOOR TRACK OPENS UP SEASON WITH STRONG SHOWING
CHRigRCNAIR. SPORTS REPORTER I
Competing on different tracks in different cities
and a g a ^ different schools simultaneously, the
Flames t m k team split in two this past weekend.
Despite™ split tc4v> m c Flames still managed
fc£:ore4fcpres4fc victories in multiple events at
- jjjpign J^ays and the VMI/Washington &
e Trad||nd Field Carnival.
Both tre men's and women's teams excelled in
Saturday's events, but several Lady Flames competed notably well at the VMI/Washington &
Lee Track and Field Carnival.
Sophomores Jennifer Healey and Krystal Matthews and freshmen Rachel Houseknecht and
Melanie Sims, all posted more than one top-four
finish on Saturday. Each earned honors in the
400-meter hurdles, triple jump, pole vault and
ong jump, respectively. Healey s triple jump was
the longest by a Lady Flame thus far this season
(36-4.25).
On the men's side, freshman Isaac Wendland
was the most impressive performer for the Flames
on Saturday. He notched a personal best 1:55.80
to place ninth in the 800-meter field.
Saturday's Raleigh Relays were more of a collective success for the Flames. Sophomore Clarence
Powell, headlining all Flames' performances, made
a startling outdoor season debut, winning the
men's triple jump and qualifying for the NCAA
Division I East Regional Championships for the
second straight year.
Saturday's wind conditions were variable and in
no way conducive so Powell's ability to land past
the 49-foot mark in the triple jump. Nonetheless,
he was still able to accomplish the feat despite

testy weather conditions.
Other notable performers included sophomore Elliot Galeone, who finished runner-up in
the men's javelin, as well as senior Matt Parker
and ended up placing 12th. Freshman Will
Reeves stopped the clock in at 4:01.00, the fastest 1500-meter time by a Liberty men's runner
this season. As a resujt, he is now in sixth place
among 70 competitors in Section II of the men's
1,500-meter run.
The Lady Flames relay quartets also excelled.
The 4x100 quartet, which consists of freshman
Olivia Charnuski, freshman Alyssa Pegues, junior
Chenoa Freeman and senior Andrea Beckles got
things started on a good note,finishingeighth in a
seasonrbest time of 46.38. The effort puts them in
the No. 2 spot on Liberty's all-time performance
list.
Liberty will host its first home track andfield•
meet of the 2009 outdoor season next Friday and
Saturday at the Matthes-Hopkins Track Complex.
The two-day invitational will begin Friday at 1 p m
with the opening event of the decathlon being the
100-meter dash.
Contact Chris McNair at
cjmcnair@liberty.edu.

SOFTBALL
Continued from B1
In the second, singles by DePasquale gave the Lady
Flames a 2-0 lead in thefirstinning. In the second, singles by DePasquale and Hendrix gave I .iberty another
scoring chance. Howard then reached on a Winthrop
error that scored DePasquale.
Another home run by the Eagles, an RBI single and
a two-run error by West gave Winthrop. the 4-3 lead.
After exchanging home runs in the fourth, Winthrop
clung to a 6-4 advantage.
Howard continued the offensive barrage with a
leadoffhome run in the fifth, pulling the Lady Flames
to within own run. However, Winthrop would tack on

an insurance run in the sixth, and the Lady Flames
would come up empty in the top of the seventh, falling "-5.
"We really started swinging the bat," Coach Paul
Wetmore said. "That shows some real character for
the team."
Results of Monday's game against Winthrop were
unavailable at press time. See www.libertyflames.com
for recap.

THE DEVILS MADE H I M DO IT
II JAKE PETERSEN. SPORTS EDITOR I

After announcing last week that he intended to
transfer from Liberty, freshman sensation Seth Curry
decided upon a destination on Sunday, opting to finish
out his career as a Blue Devil and play in arguably the
toughest conference in America, the Atlantic Coast
Conference (ACC).
Curry, who averaged 20.2 points per game during
Contact Jonathan Thompson at his freshman campaign in leading the Flames to 23
jmthompson@liberty.edu. victories, released a statement last week saying his
decision was, "based on my desire to develop as m
athlete to the fullest ofmy potential and take advantage
of new opportunities that may be available to me in a
higher rated conference."
Luckily for Duke head coach Mike Kryzewski,
Curry will suit up for the Blue Devils beginning in
the 2010-2011 season. Due to NCAA rules, a transfer
must sit out one full year before becoming eligible to
play.

"Saving Lives,
One Donation at A Time"

Curry, the younger brother of Davidson star
Stephen Curry and son of former NBA player Dell
Curry, said, "I am deeply indebted to all of those who
have influenced and supported me here - Coach
McKay and his staff, my great teammates, my teachers,
and my friends."
"You have given me memories that will last a
lifetime, and for that I cannot find words to express my
gratitude," Curry said.
In two games against ACC opponents this season
as a Flame, Curry scored 26 points on a Nov. 25 win
against the University of Virginia. The Flames nearly
pulled off another upset on Dec. 7, against Clemson,
a game in which Curry scored 24 points and nailed
6-of-9 three-point attempts.
'flie sharpshooter will still have three years of
eligibility remaining beginning in 2010.

Contact Jake Petersen at
jtpetersen@liberty.edu.

lasma is safe and healthy. An
International BioResources Plasma Center
offers you the opportunity to earn money
while you help save lives.
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• s25/$30 New Donors
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International BioResources
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6015 Fort Avenue, Ste. 23 • Lynchburg, VA 24502
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College ID Required
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• Depression
• Stress
• Marital/Pre-Marital
Issues
• Anxiety
• Phobias
• Compulsive Behaviors
• Play Therapy
• Eating Disorders
• Sexual Abuse
•Codependency
• ADD/ADHD
• Anger Issues
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22174Timberlake Rd Suite D
Lynchburg. VA 24502
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P R O F E S S O R P R O F I L E : RANDY S M I T H
—

• '

Camille Smith
LIFE! REPORTER

Randy Smith sat in his tan Ford Explorer.waiting
on Wards Road at an endless traffic light. His brown
hair flopped down on his forehead, and he brushed
it away for what seemed like the 50th time on this
six hour drive. He reached for his WaWa coffee cup
from the middle console only to find it lifted with
a little too much ease — it was empty. "Great," he
muttered. Aghast, he reached for his phone from
the passenger seat and accessed his Twitter page. He
typed his frustrations.
"Can ... someone ... please ... introduce," he read
as he typed, "Virginia ... to ... REAL ... coffee ...
1... need ... a ... WaWa!"
He looked up to find that traffic had continued
without him and stupefied, he accelerated through
the light to Catch up with the idle cars in the distance.
He saw Liberty's welcome sign coming up on his
right hand side before he was forced to stop again.
Squinting through his glasses, he tried to read the
running red letters. Giving up on the useless straining,
he refbcused his attention back to the traffic light that
was still red.
"I'm catching all the reds today," he said to himself
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His phone rang beside liini and he lilted it to his ear.
"Hey Dad ... yeah, I'm in traffic just outside the
school," he began. Traffic continued again, and he
followed the line of cars like a fatigued game of follow
the leader. . His car approached the entrance at a
turtle's pace and the red letters on the sign, welcoming
arriving students and teachers caught his eye.
"Randy Smith, Ministry Convocation,January 30."
"Hey Dad, some other guy with the same name is
speaking too, wait, that's me, I'm on the sign," He said,
startled at the realization. "Don't tell anyone I got that
excited, ok?"
This was not the first time Randy drove onto the
campus of Liberty University. He came to Liberty as a
student. He remembers when he was first introduced
to the idea of going to a small Baptist college. His
parents, Bob and Joan Smith of New Jersey, made a
deal with their four children. If they went to Liberty,
they would get their college paid for.
Randy headed in his own direction for a while
before he finally transferred in to Liberty. His mother
remembers this time in her son's life.
told all of our tour children we would pay for
Libei v , and they all went but him. He was the only
bad one," she joked
Randy only sampled Rutgers University in New
Jersey for a year before he joined his brothers and
sisters at Liberty, ready for a fresh start.
"Tile grass is always greener on the other side, but
at Rutgers that wasn't the case, in tact it was brown,"
Joan said. "But it didn't take him long to get back to
his roots."
• This time around he reached out and was reached
out to in return.
"Back then Liberty was such a small college, 400
maybe 500 students. People became your family,"
Randy said. "Gordon Luff Denis Henderson, these
men helped me change my life."
He go* involved with the youth group at Thomas
Road Baptist Church (TRBC) and was appointed
team leader of the traveling singing team, Youth
Aflame.
"The mountain was in the beginning stages still:
chapel was in a huge circus tent Welived in warehouses
off campus, and we were chartered by bus to and from
the island where we slept," Randy said.
That was when the island was above water of course,
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Rise Up Climbing
Rise Up Climbing is Lynchburg's very own
full-size climbing gym. The gym is located
at 1225 Church St. Rise Up offers classes
and packages for new comers such as
"open climb," aim to please any climber
no matter the level of expertise. For more
information, visit riseupclimbing.com or
call (434) 845-7625. Hours of operation
are Monday through Friday 1 p.m. to 10
p.m., Saturday 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., and
Sunday 12 p.m. to 6 p.m..
Amazement Square
Amazement Square is not just a museum
for kids, but for the kids at heart as well.
Amazement Square is a hands-on
museum with exhibits ranging from art to
science and everything in between. The
museum is located at 27 Ninth St. The
museum hosts a family fun night on the
second and fourth Wednesday of every
month from 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. for just $2.
Admission is $7 for general admission,
$4.50forgroupadmission(10or more with
a two day notice). For more information,
visit amazementsquare.com or call (434)
845-1888. Hours of operation are Tuesday
through Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday 10 p.m. to 5 p.m.
E.C. Glass Theater
The E.C. Glass High School Theater's
newest production 'Dearly Beloved'
on March 31. Deorly Beloved is about
a lovable but completely dysfunctional
family from Texas as they go through
a series of life- changing adventures.
The high school is located at 2111
Memorial Ave. For more information,
visit ecglasstheatre.org or call (434) 5223712. Showtimes are March 31 and April
1 through April 4 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
$8 and may be purchased at the box
office inside the doors of the auditorium
one hour prior to the performance.

The use of balanced arts' on a typical Sunday
morning at either ofthe two campuses in the Delaware
Valley includes the smell of donuts and coffee greet
each visitor. Friendly people milling around sipping
happily on their morning "power juice" are there
to greet, converse and "love on" anyone who walks
through the door.
As the service starts, upbeat music fills the room and
an energetic worship band and team take the stage.
Throughout the service, video, drama and biblical
teaching hold the attention of the faithful attendants
who, following the service help take down what was
carefully set up early that morning, stage and sound
equipment.
Old habits die hard in Randy's case, and his antics
continue at his home church. Recently, Discovery
Church posted a billboard advertising an upcoming
series at the church titled, "mysexlifestinks.com."
The title stretched across the bottom of a picture of
two sets of feet poking out of sheets at the end of a
"Randy's passion and dedication bed. Pushing the envelope in a positive way to get
to church planting has been noticed the attention of nonbelievers just happens to be the
by many pastors across the country church's specialty.
including Rick Warren of Saddleback
Randy's passion and dedication to church planting
Church in Lake Forest, Calif."
has been noticed by many pastors across the country
including Rick Warren of Saddleback Church in Lake
Forest, Calif, who has brought Randy on as a featured
T had been involved in a very large church, and speaker at the Purpose Driven Church conferences.
I saw how it had become institutionalized," he
All of this brought him back to Liberty.
explained. "That's when we started Calvary Chapel "Liberty has a growing interest in church planting,"
St. Petersburg to return to a biblical model of church." he explained. "Jonathan Falwell has recently unveiled
In June of 1984, Randy headed back to Jersey and TRBC plan to plant churches throughout Virginia."
This new vision of TRBC has opened doors for
took a position at a Gloucester County Community
Church (GCCC) in Washington Township NJ as Randy to return to Liberty to speak at ministry
an outreach pastor and discovered he had a talent chapels and serve as a guest lecturer for many
for writing and directing productions. In the years seminary classes. Discovery Church also welcomes
that followed, he introduced the use of drama, video, many Liberty interns, hoping to train them to go out
media and the creative arts' to the church, becoming to reach beyond the boundaries of the Liberty and
one of the first pastors in the Delaware Valley to Discovery campuses.
regularly use the creative arts in church services.
Giving back to Liberty has been a rewarding
It was the separation from GCCC that brought experience for Randy as he looks forward to preparing
Randy back to church planting. He began thinking young men and women to plant churches across the
about what the Bible said a church should encompass. world.
According to his biography, Randy "founded
Discovery Church with the goal of using a balance of
the Arts and anointed teaching to reach 'every person,
Contact Camille Smith at
in any way possible, today'."
smythersgrl@yahoo.com'.

he said. The island was evacuated three times, two for
flooding and one for a fire, which he quickly stated he
had "nothing to do with," Randy said.
To say that Randy was a trouble maker during his
time at 1 .iberty would not be a stretch from the truth.
"We were good kids," he said, laughing. "The worst
we ever did was taking flowers from tombstones for
our girlfriends on Valentine's day."
"Oh, but then there was the time we took up all the
man hole covers and rolled them down Main Street,"
the laughing continued.
After graduation in 1981, Randy headed to St.
Petersburg, Florida where he was ordained, and
co - founded Calvary Chapel - St. Petersburg and
Single Purpose, a single adult ministry. This choice
of profession came as a shock to him, but it awakened
a desire for church planting that has carried through
today.

Hot Tips
Amanda Sullivan
LIFE! EDITOR

As a junior in college, I have had more than
my fair share of roommates. I have had five
roommates in three years. 1 generally acquire
the roomies whose lifestyles do not coincide
with my own standard of living or those whose
idea of fun is slightly more adventurous than my
own mild-mannered tastes. I have even been
paired with the Messy Marcy who tits perfectly
with my personality, which borderlines on
being OCD. 1 like my pen drawer organized.
I have also roomed with Hotshot Holly who
thinks it's cool to party all the time.
Despite my roommate faux pas, 1 have had
some wonderful experiences that have altered
my life. If you have issues communicating with
your roommate, I recommend living with a
roommate from China who does not speak
English well. My experiences with my Chinese
roommate taught me what it means to be a
good roomie, if only because it was the only way
we could legitimately live together.
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In an effort to help you — the one with the not the largest shelf in the house. Another way
finger pointing directly at your roommate —• 1 to ensure roommate togetherness is to keep
am relaying some of my wisdom to you.
the bathroom clean as being greeted with a
gob of hair on the shower wall is not a pleasant
experience.
Consider considering others
Regardless of how different you and your
roomie may be, nothing softens tattered Keep communication lines open .
emotions like concept of consideration.
Finally, be willing to communicate. In the
Generally, I try to avoid cliches or overused almost destined event of conflict, effective
phrases, but. the Golden Rule of "Do onto communication is crucial. Remember to remain
others as you would have them do unto you" calm and not spout off in a rant, which will only
rings true. I guess our parents did not drill that cause the other party to become defensive. Try
into our thick heads for nothing. In all honesty, to fully listen to the other person's side of the
be considerate. Ask before you turn music on, story before you try to tell your side. During
turn the lights out, invite friends over or hog the conflict, you should be especially careful to
bathroom in the morning. It never hurts to ask. not just listen, but hear what your roommate is
saying. He or she may no be a fan of the smelly
socks that permeate the room, either.
A clean room is a happy room
For some people the idea of cleanliness is
not an issue. However, dirty, week-old dishes,
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
piled high in the sink only add to everyday
amsullivan3@liberty.edu
stress for some individuals - myself included.
Remember to put dirty clothes in the hamper
because contrary to popular belief the floor is

Danielle Talbert

dresses and guys donning tuxes. This year will
incorporate a fresh new vibe, as the art gallery
ambiance sends the evening into an untailored
Spring is enveloping Liberty once again, menagerie of hors dbeuvres from the local
which brings with it an air of excitement as catering company, Fathers Table, and a live
Liberty's juniors and seniors gear up for a night musical medley by Andy Davis.
out on the town at the Spring Gala. Formerly
Last year's theme, "Black and White in
known as the Junior/Senior Banquet, this Vogue," was a set theme with matching formal
year's Spring Gala will be held Friday, April, attire. The hope for this year, according to
24 at Amazement Square to utilize the local Chandler, is a more casual feel mixed with an
wonders of artsy downtown Lynchburg. The artsy atmosphere.
festivities will begin at 8 p.m. and continue on
Attire is not as it use to be. Girls don't need
until 10 p.m.
to be elegant but more soho chic' Same with
The theme of' this year's gala is what Alese the gents. We want to see fedoras and scarves.
Chandler, associate director of student They don't need to rent a tux, but rather find a
activities, described as "soho chic'
snazzy thrift store three-piece suit or jacket with
Tumi is something of the past, and party a studded belt," Chandler said. Tf anything, let's
dress forma] it totally acceptable. 1 want people call this funky, let's call it hipster, let's call it to
to be creative with their own style," Chandler each his own. We don't want to see tuxes unless
said. "It depends on the students to make this guysreallywant to. We don't want to see down
truly what it should be."
to the floor sequins unless girls really want to."
This year is only, the second year that the
An added perk to the event is extended
Office oi Student Activities has sponsored curfew for those students who live on campus.
the gala. In previous years, the banquet has
"The time is not yet confirmed, but it is
been very formal, with girls wearing prom expected," Chandler said.
LIFE! REPORTER
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Previous years saw around 600 students in
attendance. However, the limit for this year is
350 spots, all of which are expected to be filled.
"I went two years ago," senior Stephenie
Chatman said."... I got to dress up, (and) the
entertainment was great."
"I'm not yet a junior, but I'm excited for next
year's gala." sophomore Lanisa Shetterly said.
"It's definitely something different to do."
The tickets cost is down from $50 to $25.
Tickets may be purchased online through the
Student Activities Web site or in the Student
Activities Office. Tickets sold from the Web site
can also be picked up at the office. Ticket sales
start at the end of this month. Any questions
can be emailed to studentactivitiesinfoy")
liberty.edu.

Contact Danielle Talbert at
detalbert@liberty.edu.
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Senior Richlyn Yond has been working at the lost and found since her junior
Items .usually find their way to the lost and found via students who find
rnisplaced items throughout the schooland bring them in, according t6 Yond.
Other objects come to the lost and found in boxes from the library, computer
lab, convocation and other departKp|||||p
The most commonly lost items are cell phones, keys, student ID cards,
Bibles, coffee mugs, notebooks and credit cards. Social Security . ^ ^ ^
^^^^pe'.also been found. When a Social Security card is found,"^>^H|
they are turned intp the Liberty University Police Department
j
(LUPD) who head up the lost and found. When other IDs J
are turnedin, the lost and found worMp|isualk/ e-mail the' JiHg
owner so they know to pick it up.
Yond recalls some of the most random items she has ever
seen come through the lost and found were a retainer, food,
crutches and shoes.
. ;
All items are held for 120 days after which unclaimed articles of
clothing are donated to the Salvation Army. Unclaimed textbooks are sold
back to the bookstore and other items are disposed of in other appropriate
The lost and found is open at various hours everyday which are posted
outside the lost and found door. Workers can also be contacted at 5824200.
Contact Emily DeFosse at
ebdefosse@liberty.edu
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THICKBURGER

FREE
WITH PURCHASE OF
WESTERN BACON THICKBURGER

Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 1 * .
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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FREE
WITH PURCHASE OF
LITTLE THICKBURGER*

WITH PURCHASE OF
BIG CHICKEN FILLET

WITH PURCHASE OF
1 / 3 LB. CHEESEBURGER

\

Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 14.
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 1 * .
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems. Inc. Ail rights reserved.

Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 1$.
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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1.29
JUMBO
CHILI DOG

2.99

1.00

1.99

1/3 LB.
FRISCO
THICKBURG

DOUBLE
CHEESEBURG1

1 / 3 LB.
ORIGINAL
THICKBURGER

BNE #225 |
Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 S / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
'
Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
•
B
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 1 * .
I
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. B

Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 1 * .
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

1.99

PORK CHOP N
GRAVY BISCJ

Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 14.
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems. Inc. All rights reserved.
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1.59
TEXAS TOAST
BREAKFAST
SANDWICH

Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 14.
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 14.
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems. Inc. All rights reserved.
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i CHICKEN FILLET
BISCUIT

BISCUIT 'N'
GRAVY™

Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 14.
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Offer valid through 0 5 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 14.
Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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SMOKED
SAUSAGE
BISCUIT

SAUSAGE &
EGG BISCUIT
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Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
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Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

BREAKFAST SANDWICH
Sausage, Bacon or Ham
©2009 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

